
MAKE SOCIAL 
FACEBOOK GROUPS CHEAT SHEET
Top tips for creating a successful  Facebook group and building your

online community

As your group becomes more active, use the insights

to your advantage. They will give you valuable

information. You will be able to understand how

members engage within your group. You will see

who the most active group members are and learn

which posts have the most engagement. Doing so

can help you foster more experiences around what

people like.

Groups provide a place to connect with people who

share interests. You can create a group and

connect it to your Page to help build a community

with your fans, supporters and followers. You are

able to customise the group's privacy settings

depending on who you want to be able to join and

see your group.

GET TO KNOW YOUR INSIGHTS

ASK YOURSELF THIS...
What is the main purpose of the group?

What are the expectations of the users?

What will I contribute?

Are there any specific rules that I want

adhered to?

CONNECT WITH PEOPLE



.

Invite people to join! You can invite people to join

the group but using email addresses provided to

you for this purpose. If you are cross posting on

another platform you could ask your followers to

DM you their email address if they wish to be

invited to a group. Or you can use the “people you

may invite” function and invite fans and followers

of your page to join the group.   

 

SHARE SHARE SHARE!! Tell all your followers,

wherever they are, Facebook, Instagram, Twitter

or LinkedIn about your group, what they can

expect and how they can join.

Turn on membership or post approval- so you

can build a safe space for people to engage with

one another, 

Add moderators to your group and they will be

able to help you with facilitation and

management. If you have a particularly active

group this will be essential. 

Don’t forget to outline the rules, be as specific as
you can with these so users know exactly what
to expect. 

Think carefully how you word the rules, make

sure you stay on brand and use the tone of voice

that your customers are familiar with.

INVITE AND SHARE!

OUR ADVICE IS...
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Set a schedule and stick to it. Try to create a

weekly post at the same time each week. This

could be a video, a new topic for discussion or an

activity (to name a few). If you do it at the same

time each week your members will know what to

expect and this can help people stay engaged.

Consistency is key.

Greet new members in a welcome post and ask

them to introduce themselves. This is such a

nice thing to do because a group is all about

community and this builds on that. Every

member needs to feel valued so it is

fundamental that admins facilitate, nurture

and encourage participation. You want to

create a culture of trust and support.

You could say things like “head over to our group

to find out more” about something you have been

talking about or “There is a really interesting

discussion about this in our group if you would

like to join just send us a message”. These are just a

couple of  examples of content you could use.

GIVE PEOPLE AN INCENTIVE

WELCOME NEW MEMBERS

SET A SCHEDULE 
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Think of your Facebook group as an extension of

your Facebook page. Mirror the values and tone of

voice you have set out there and always try to be

as authentic and as visible as possible.

 

Engagement in a group is essential and

fundamental. Set the tone for your group by

talking and engaging frequently.  This not only

demonstrates your passion but it invites your

followers to respond.

SET A SCHEDULE 

Think of yourself as another community

member. Comment on member posts and

participate in discussions with that in mind. 

Really think about your content. Make your

posts as engaging as possible and ask open

questions that spark conversation. 

Keep it simple for people to engage. You could

use the poll feature with simple questions so all

members can easily participate. 

If a less active member responds, interact with

them in the comments to let them know their

voice matters.

YOUR GROUP IS AN EXTENTION OF
 YOUR PAGE

HOW CAN YOU ENCOURAGE
PARTICIPATION?
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Use Facebook Live it’s such a great tool! 

Host a a Facebook Live to engage and excite

your members, and let them get to know you.

Create an event on your page to let people know

about it.

Tell your followers in advance what the live

will be about. 

Be ready to receive and answer questions.

SET A SCHEDULE 

Be active, be present and engage.

Comment on members' posts, tag members and go Live.

Be positive

Be kind 

Never be derogatory or defamatory about a person or business 

Moderate closely, carefully and consistently, ensure everyone is adhering

to the rules they have agreed to. 

Let your group members get to know you. Introduce yourself and let them

ask questions if they wish to. 

Build trust with comments, posts and participate in discussions. 

Lead by example, display the behaviour you want to see. 

Be active, don’t just be an admin. You can shape the group and community

you want to build. 

Post regularly and let your members get to know you. 

If you notice group members reacting positively to a post, encourage more

of the same.

HOST A LIVE!

SUMMARY


